This green wall to create a link between the two parts of the garden and access the stairs to the kitchen. Rounded, it reduces the building’s corners and provides freshness in summer.

The choice of plants was made on alternating blooms throughout the seasons and foliage perennials and shrubs.
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The first idea of this project was to return of the vegetable in this space rather mineral where the Jules and Jim hotel raise two courtyards.

The only constraint that we had was to propose to the customer a vegetable pallet consisted of foliage in a camaieu of green with a low development so allowing to create a more design vegetable atmosphere and serene in this closed space.

During the realization of the 2nd plant wall in the following courtyard, we resumed the idea of the wave helxine to create continuity in the design of the plant wall. The vegetable pallet was worked with the same concept as the first plant wall.